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Hydraulic Dump/Hoist Operation
4.) To Lower Hoist: Push “DOWN” button on remote. For safe operation, DO NOT move vehicle until  
     trailer body is completely down. Do not allow debris in the area where the box rests on frame.  
     Ensure the end-gate and ramp tray constraints are secured prior to moving the trailer and tow vehicle.

Safety Prop Operation (use only when body is empty) 
1.) Raise the body to full “UP” position. 
2.) Lift prop rod and swing back to align with pocket. 
NOTE: Larger capacity hoists have a prop on both sides. Both props must be used. 
3.) Lower the body until resting on safety props.

Maintenance 
Prior to performing any maintenance to the hoist, be sure to place support in place securely. (see picture on the upper right.) For detailed 
maintenance of Hoist, see manufacturers manual. Be sure to read and follow all warnings in manufacturer’s manual and on trailer. 

Utility Pan Tilt Trailer Operation
Utility Pan Tilt Trailer Operation
1.) The Utility Tilt trailer operates on a pivot point tilt system. To lower the trailer bed 
     to the ground, unlatch the bed by depressing the bracket and lifting the lever.  
     After lifting the lever, the bottom bracket will detach.
2.) Manually apply weight to the back of the trailer until it reaches the ground.
3.) Load equipment onto trailer. As the equipment moves onto the trailer bed, the  
     trailer will raise up into transport position. When the trailer is empty, manually  
     raise the trailer bed to transport position by  walking from the back to the front  
     of the trailer bed.
4.) Once the trailer bed is in the upright/transport position, secure the latch and  
     secure any equipment to the trailer bed. 

m CAUTION
1. Stay out from under body when hoist is operating.
2. During dump operation, no one must be allowed to stand in or move through the 
    area where the body and hoist operate or into an area where load might fall.
3. Operator must remain at controls during dumping operations.
4. Never leave body raised or partly raised while vehicle is unattended or while              
performing maintenance or servicing under body-unless body is braced to prevent 
accidental lowering.
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m WARNING
When raising/ lowering/latching the tilt bed keep hands clear of “Pinch Area”  
indicated by the “Pinch Area” decal. Failure to do so could result in injury or death.




